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Abstract 
The spin physics program at the Relativistic Heavy Ion 

Collider (RHIC) requires knowledge of the beam 
polarization to better than 5%. Such a goal is made the 
more difficult by the lack of knowledge of the analyzing 
power of high energy nuclear physics processes. To 
overcome this, a polarized hydrogen jet target was 
constructed and installed at one intersection region in 
RHIC where it intersects both beams and utilizes the 
precise knowledge of the jet atomic hydrogen beam 
polarization to measure the analyzing power in proton- 
proton elastic scattering in the Nuclear Coulomb 
Interference (CNI) region at the prescribed RHIC proton 
beam energy. The reverse reaction is used to assess the 
absolute beam polarization. Simultaneous measurements 
taken with fast high statistics polarimeters that measure 
the p-Carbon elastic scattering process also in the CNI 
region use the jet results to calibrate the latter. 

In this presentation, the status of the polarized jet target 
mechanics, operation, detector systems, and data analysis 
results are described. The statistical accuracies as well as 
the systematic uncertainties will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
The polarized proton program at RHIC is designed to 

run at several energies. Polarimeters must be versatile 
enough to provide a precise measurement of the beam 
polarization over a wide energy range. This requires a 
process with a good figure of merit, a large analyzirig 
power and a relatively high cross section. In addition, the 
polarimeter design should stress reduced sensitivity to 
inherent systematics, be non invasive as not to adversely 
affect the beam, and attain a high counting rate for good 
statistical accuracy. At RHIC we chose p-p and p-carbon 
elastic scattering at very low momentum transfer in the 
CNI region. The analyzing power, AN, arises from the 
interference between the electromagnetic spin-flip 
amplitude that generates the proton anomalous magnetic 
moment and the hadronic spin non-flip amplitude. 

In this kinematic region for pp elastic scattering , AN 
peaks at 4-5% as predicted by Schwinger in 1946 [I]. 

This process affords us another bonus. With identical 
particles, its sensitivity to whether the projectile or the 
target particle is polarized is the same modulo a sign 
change. Thus the same detectors are used to measure the 

etry &om both the jet and beam. 

Figurel: Schematic of the scattering process in which 
either the Jet protons or beam protons are polarized and 
only the recoil protons are detected by silicon detectors. 

POLARIZED HYDROGEN JET TARGET 
This section describes the polarized hydrogen jet target 

[3-41 stressing those aspects that impact the beam 
polarization measurement. The jet is a structure of 9 
identical differentially pumped vacuum chambers each 
equipped with two Varian Turbo pumps (1000 lisec and 
lo6 compression ratio for hydrogen) the exception being 
the first chamber with three pumps. The jet comprises 
several stages (figure2): 

n e  Atomic Beam Source 
Molecular hydrogen is dissociated using a variable 

frequency RF dissociator set to 21.6 MHz and 240 watts 
power. With good RF matchg,  the reflected power was 
less than 2%. This is followed by a 2mm nozzle the neck 
of which is gradually cooled to about 70 K and a skimmer 
to produce a hydrogen jet that enters a series of permanent 
sextupole magnets with pole tip fields near 1.5T arranged 
such that the inhomogeneous fields act to focus hydrogen 
atoms with electron spin +1/2 state while defocusing the 
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other and at the same time maximizing the throughput [2] 
and creating a waist at the point where the RHIC proton 
beam meets the jet. 

beam, 30%, is transmitted and detected by a special ion 
gage detector at the bottom. The RF transition eEciencies 
were measured to exceed 99% which greatly simplified 
the beam polarization measurement. 

The Recoil Proton spectromete~. 

The pp elastic scattering process in the CNI region 
covers the momentunn transfer 1.5.10" < t < 1.10-' 
GeV/c2. Forward scattered protons are not detected as 
their trajectory is too close to the beam direction. Recoil 
protons with energy range from 1-5 MeV, scatter at angles 
slightly less than 90' in the laboratory. Two identical sets 
of 3 silicon strip detectors 5cm x 8cm were placed in 
vacuum at a distance of 78 cm on either side of the beam. 
These were arranged in 18 channels each 4.4mm wide 
made by connecting 40 individual strips. The two central 
channels near 90' are not readout while the 8 channels on 
either side are connected to preamplifier and shaper 
electronics and special waveform digitizer readout that 
allowed to extract the time of arrival with respect to the 
beam crossing clock and the pulse amplitude and integral 
corresponding to the energy deposited in the silicon by the 
recoil protons (figure 1). The vertical acceptance is 
limited by the holding field magnet to 15' and the 
horizontal coverage takes into account the fact that the 
figure of merit peaks near t of 10" ~ e v i c ~  and gradually 
decreases at higher values. Recoil protons from pp elastic 
scattering are identified by the scattering angle-kinetic 
energy correlation. 

Figure2. Polarized Hydrogen jet target (detailing artwork 
courtesy of the CERN Courier) 

Radio Frequency transitions 
Two radio frequency transitions SFT and WFT at 1.43 

GHz and 14 MHz respectively act on the hydrogen atoms 
to induce a transfer from electron polarization to nuclear 
polarization up (SFT on, WFT off) or down (SFT off, 
WFT on) respectively. 

Holding field Magnet 
A vertical holding filed magnet using two nested and 

opposed Helmholtz coils provides a 1.2 kG field over the 
beam-jet interacting region with 10" uniformity over a 4 
cm span and assures a maximal jet polarization of 96.5%. 
This configuration produces a zero field integral along the 
recoil protons path thereby preserving the energy-angle 
correlation seen in Fig. 4. Typically, the vacuum in this 
region is Torr with the jet on and - 2x10'~ Torr with 
the valve closed. This region includes the scattering 
chambers on either side, the recoil proton detectors, and 
a-calibration sources. A copper shield is also installed to 
minimize the RF impedance seen by the RHIC beam. 

The Jet Polarimeter 
A  rei it-~abi polarimeter measures the hydrogen beam 

polarization. To some extent it replicates some of the 
sextupole and RF transition features above, and includes 
special baffles and collimators. A sizable fraction of the 

JET OPERATING PARAMETERS 
The Jet operation was relatively trouble free and was 

continuously monitored during RHIC beam operations. A 
record polarized hydrogen beam intensity 1 2.4x1016 
atomsis was measured [2-31 using the compression tube 
technique and also derived from the pressure rise in 
chamber 7 when valved off. Good intensity was attained 
for about 10 days before the jet nozzle started to clog up 
and required cleaning. The transverse jet beam size at the 
interaction point was measured in the lab using a 2mm 
compression tube and later in-situ using scattered particles 
from the RHIC beam to be 6.6 nun FWHM and samples 
the full RHIC beam width of approximately 1-1.5 mm. 
The molecular hydrogen contamination to the atomic 
beam was also measured off line using a quadrupole mass 
analyzer at 1.5% [4]. Assuming molecular hydrogen is not 
polarized, this represents a 3% nuclear dilution and results 
in an effective jet atomic beam polarization of 92.4 +/- 
1.8%. The jet polarization was monitored continuously 
during the run and averaged over each 60sec interval. 

To reduce systematic errors, the jet polarization 
direction was reversed every 300sec using the RF 
transitions. Similarly, the RHIC beams alternated bunch 
polarization (Blue ?&, and Yellow ??&&). The bunch 
number and polarization direction were tracked by the jet 
data acquisition system. 



DATA TAKING AND ANALYSIS 
The jet was first installed in RHIC and collected its first 

data in 2004 which provided a precise measurement of the 
analyzing power of pp elastic scattering in the CNI region 
at 100 GeV proton beam energy and confmed the 
theoretical calculation [5]. 

Figure3. The analyzing power measurement vs. t (full 
circles) and data from Fermilab experiment E704 (open 
circles) along with the theoretical fit. 

Longer runs in 2005 (this paper) and 2006 provide 
larger statistical samples. To date, data were collected at 
incident proton beam energies of 24 GeV (RHIC 
injection), 3 1 GeV, and 100 GeV where we measured the 
proton beam polarization to an accuracy of 5%. 

The analysis plan [6] calls for selecting the pp elastic 
scattering events, then measuring the resulting left-right 
asymmetry taking into account the jet polarization 
direction and averaging over the beam polarization. This 
and the known jet polarization provide the analyzing 
power of the process. The reverse process measures the 
asymmetry taking into account the beam polarization 
direction and averaging over the jet polarization. The ratio 
gives the average absolute beam polarization over the run. 

Data analysis comprised a) calibration of the silicon 
strips and associated electronics ADCs for an accurate 
energy response. Two a-particle sources were employed; 
gadolinium 3.18 MeV, and Americium 5.48 MeV. Th~s  
allowed a determination of the energy loss in the silicon 
dead layer (& - 0.5 MeV for a-particles). For protons 
this loss is about a sixth of that < 0.1 MeV which is within 
our resolution. b) A timing offset calibration for each 
channel is done from the time-of-flight vs. energy plots 
assuming a proton mass, Figure 4. 

Background is estimated by examining the non-signal 
side of the detectors or the backward scattering region. 
This varied with recoil energy and ranged from 4 to 10%. 
Scattering due to the displaced beam is measured during 
the abort gap of the incident beam and found to be smaller 
by a factor of 10. Jet beam off data measures background 
scattering off residual gas. The background contributes to 
the determination of the analyzing power, but cancels out 
in determining the absolute beam polarization. 

The square root fonnula where detector and luminosity 
asymmetries appear in second order is used to calculate 
the beam to jet asymmetry ratios and beam polarization. 

This yielded statistical uncertainties of the order of 3%. 

Figure4. Angle (strip #) vs. energy correlation of the 
elastic scattering events. 

Systematic uncertainties, amounting to 1.1 % were 
evaluated using bunch shuffling in which each bunch is 
randomly assigned a spin direction. This along with the 
jet polarization uncertainty gave an overall systematic 
uncertainty hPkml Pb - 2.9%. 

SUMMARY 
The goal of measuring the beam polarization to 5% is 

met. 50% average beam polarization was seen in 2005. In 
2006 with increased RHIC beam intensities, the jet 
provided a 10% measurement of the beam polarization in 
an 8-hour store. Preliminary results indicate that the 
average beam polarizations reached 60% with few stores 
attaining 65%. 
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